TROUBLE SHOOTING for CEL 【LANCER EVOLUTION X（CZ4A 5M/T, TC-SST）】
・HKS has been conducting analysis on Lancer Evolution X for product development.
・The following symptoms have been found during product development.
・See the following countermeasures when your vehicle have any symptom.
* The symptoms described above were found during product development. There may be different symptoms.
* The countermeasure may not work for all vehicles.
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SYMPTOM

Those warning lights come on during driving,
but there is no problem for driving.

MEASURES
Turn the ignition off and wait for 10 seconds. Re-start the engine.
If the lights does not go off after re-starting the engine, contact your
dealer for inspection.

REMARKS

There is no specific condition to
turn on the CEL.

Turn the ignition off and wait for 10 seconds. Re-start the engine.
After re-start the engine,
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Those warning lights come on during driving. ●Only engine CEL comes on → There won't be any problem for driving.
The car bucks.

●Go to the dealer to turn oﬀ the warning lights. No change.
→Remove VAC, contact the purchase store or HKS dealer.
→If VAC is not installed, contact your dealer for inspection.
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Engine does not start after installing VAC.

Check the points where the wires are connected.

Proper re-wiring may turn the

(No cranking.)

Make sure the wires are connected properly.

lights off.

●Unstable idling. Hunting occurs between
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800〜1500rpm.

Disconnect the battery more than 5 minutes.

●Even under acceleration, the engine does

After re-start the engine, if the warning lights does not go off, contact the

not run by fuel-cut.

dealer for inspection.

●Throttle does not move.
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After increasing the boost to 160kPa at the

If EVC5 is installed, using the throttle correction can avoid the warning

maximum, the CEL and "Contact

light from coming of.

Dealer"come on under half-throttle.

For more details, contact the purchase store or HKS dealer.

Reverse gear cannot be shifted easily. The
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CEL comes on when shifting to the reverse

Contact your dealer for inspection.

gear.
ON
at times

Shifting gears does not perform properly.
Sometimes, a gear cannot be shifted.

Contact your dealer for inspection.

